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While the most popular of all Blue Macaws is the Hyacinth Macaw, there are three more species of blue
macaws, namely the Spix Macaw, the Glaucous Macaw and the Lears Macaw. They are known for their

majestic plumes and their extremely high intelligence that makes them the perfect pet. Macaws make great
pets without a doubt. However, these birds tend to be noisy and may be difficult for first time bird owners.
The sheer size of the birds can make behavior issues like nipping quite dangerous. If you are planning to
bring home a macaw, there are several considerations that you need to make before committing to the bird.
This includes the expenses involved, the care, the possible behavioral issues and even health issues. This

book will help you learn in detail about all the species of blue macaws. It is a guide for new bird owners and
those with some experience to provide the right care for their pet birds.

Im going to assume that by blue macaw you mean one of these These are properly called Hyacinth Macaws.
Longevity 5060 yrs. Confira também os eBooks mais vendidos lançamentos e livros digitais exclusivos. Care

concerns Probably the biggest and most important thing in keeping a Bluethroated Macaw is keeping it
contained Bohannon said.
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Quaker Parrot Keeping Pros and Cons Care Housing Diet and Health. Retrouvez Blue Macaw. plumes that
include bright colors like scarlet yellow and deep blue. Blue and Gold Macaw book for Keeping Care

Housing Diet Health. While the most popular of all Blue Macaws is the Hyacinth Macaw there are three more
species of blue macaws namely the Spix Macaw the Glaucous Macaw and the Lears Macaw. You should

discuss your macaws nutrition with your veterinarian. As a pet besides the special seed mixes your
BlueandYellow Macaw will enjoy a variety of nutritious foods that you too will eat. Donkey Keeping Care
Pros and Cons Housing Diet and Health. your questions about pet bird health nutrition care and behavioral

problems .
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